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Key questions

• Who are the demandeurs?

• How would a MFI come about?

• What would a MFI consist of?

• Where are advances in investment rule-
making most likely?



Who are the demandeurs?
• Limited demand for rule-making among OECD countries: 

MNEs have little difficulty in protecting their property 
rights and remaining entry barriers are not easily tackled 
in investment negotiations (national security; economic 
patriotism/national insecurity)

• The rising share of S-S and S-N FDI activity naturally 
heightens the interest of some developing countries in a 
MFI, but FDI activity in the South remains highly 
concentrated (both inflows and outflows) + leading 
developing country capital exporters are active on the 
BIT and PTA fronts

• Civil society remains guarded, though we have seen 
much useful progress since the days of the OECD MAI: 
witness the draft MFI proposed by the IISD.



How would a MFI come about?

• Is there a knowledge gap holding back 
multilateral consensus on the content of a MFI? 
Most likely not.
– The proliferation of BITs and PTAs with 

comprehensive investment disciplines and their 
increasing commoditization along NAFTA or GATS-
like lines suggests relatively high policy comfort 
levels, as does the highly pedagogical journey under 
the WTO’s WGT&I and continued UNCTAD capacity 
building work.



What should a MFI consist of?
• A comprehensive body of investment 

disciplines would arguably need to 
address four key dimensions of cross-
border investment activity:
– Investment protection
– Investment liberalization
– Investment distortions
– Good governance



Investment protection (IP)

• Key challenge is investor-state dispute 
settlement; without it, IP is of limited interest to 
the principal demandeurs

• Bureaucratic turf battles between finance, 
foreign and trade ministries often stands in the 
way of policy and rule-making coherence

• Early fears of excessive judicial activism and 
frivolous lawsuits are gradually receding via 
better and clearer rules in PTAs especially 



Investment liberalization (IL)

• Much ado about services: 4 of 5 barriers to FDI 
are in services; the rest is mostly in 
mining/energy and not in manufacturing

• What is the IL value-added of a MFI dealing with 
non-services? How big is the market access 
agenda outside of services? Sensitivities in 
natural resources; few obstacles to entry in 
manufacturing – better than NT is actually the 
norm.



Investment distortions 
• Three distinct sub-agendas:

– Trade-related investment measures/performance 
requirements: for trade in goods (manufacturing only) but 
relatively few performance requirements are used in services 
beyond training/employment requirements

– Subsidies/incentives: repeated revealed preference for 
regulatory inaction, especially in federal states. Recourse to  
investment incentives is proliferating, including in services. Like 
PTAs, if everyone is a sinner, the scope for tough disciplines 
tends to be weak.

– Investment-related trade measures: tariff peaks, tariff 
escalation; discriminatory/sector-specific rules of origin in PTAs, 
anti-dumping: all can distort FDI flows, but all can be addressed 
outside MFI negotiations 



Good governance (GG)

• A hodge podge of important issues where binding 
disciplines embedded in multilateral agreements 
continue to be problematic, sub-optimal or ill-suited:
– Transparency (most easily addressed in a MFI)
– Bribery and corruption (is this issue best addressed in a trade-

centric MFI?)
– Corporate social responsibility (reluctance to bind on the part 

of OECD country MNEs; preference for soft law approaches and 
instruments)

– Best practices in investment promotion; enhancing host 
countries’ investment climates (World Bank, UNCTAD, OECD 
PFI)



En guise de conclusion
• Limited prospects for a horizontal MFI that would 

span trade in goods, services and IPRs: yet that 
is how the world operates

• WTO members appear unwilling to consider the 
architectural overhaul that would naturally arise 
from fitting comprehensive investment 
disciplines into the multilateral trading system?

• Limited private sector interest in IP provisions 
without investor-state arbitration; a better deal is 
available under BITs and PTAs

• Limited IL mileage outside of services



En guise de conclusion (cont.)
• Limited political appetite for disciplining FDI distorting subsidy 

practices and ready-made negotiating platforms for addressing 
IRTMs

• Uneasy fit of GG issues in a legally binding and enforceable 
framework; soft law/cooperation seems a preferable route  

SO:

• We should expect continued rule-making advances in PTAs and the 
increasing commoditization of investment rules under such 
agreements around two competing but nonetheless converging 
models

• Fragmented coherence? The world is a messy place and likely to 
remain so for the foreseeable future on the investment rule-making 
front



Thank You!
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